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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a method for designing a sentence set for
utterances taking account of prosody. This method is based on a
measure of coverage which incorporates two factors: (1) the
distribution of voice fundamental frequency and phoneme
duration predicted by the prosody generation module of a TTS;
(2) perceptual damage to naturalness due to prosody
modification. A set of 500 sentences with a predicted coverage
of 82.6% was designed by this method, and used to collect a
speech corpus. The obtained speech corpus yielded 88% of the
predicted coverage. The data size was reduced to 49% in terms
of number of sentences (89% in terms of number of phonemes)
compared to a general-purpose corpus designed without taking
prosody into account.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years realistic text-to-speech (TTS) systems have been
mostly based on the concatenation of waveform units selected
from a speech corpus [1-3]. This type of system requires a large
amount of recorded speech since varied spectral and prosodic
characteristics are available in a large speech corpus.

However, a corpus is desired to be small from the viewpoint of
making cost and consistency of voice quality. Although
post-processing such as phoneme boundary alignment, pitch
extraction, and pitch marking have been considerably
automated, the labor intensive job of inspection and correction
by human is still indispensable. Furthermore it is not easy even
for a trained speaker to avoid coarseness for a long recording
time. If a recording session is then split into several days, the
voice characteristics change subtly from day to day.

These two contradictory requirements on the corpus size can be
ameliorated by properly designing a sentence set for utterance
taking account of the coverage of phonetic and prosodic
environments. The coverage here is defined as the expectation
that the corpus contains waveform units which are necessary to
synthesize a piece of speech. This definition premises that a set
of text to which the TTS is applied is determined beforehand.

Since phonetic transcription of a sentence is precisely
predictable, sentence sets in which phonetic coverage is
controlled have been developed and used not only in the field
of speech recognition [4] but also in speech synthesis [5]. On

the other hand, considerable uncertainty is inevitable in
predicting prosody at present. For this reason prosody has not
been taken into account in designing a sentence set. This paper
proposes a method for designing a sentence set for utterances
taking account of prosody as well as phonetic context, placing a
focus on the coverage of prosody.

Although synthetic prosody is far from perfect at present, it is
intelligible anyway. In other words prosody is predictable with
some amount of error. The purpose of this paper is to explore
whether or not the error range is tolerable in terms of designing
a sentence set for speech corpus.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the
procedure of designing a sentence set. Section 3 describes a
method to incorporate the damage due to prosody modification
into the calculation of coverage. Sections 4 and 5 describe an
algorithm to extract a sentence set from a large text corpus.
Sections 6 and 7 describe experiments on extracting a sentence
set and collecting a speech corpus using the sentence set,
respectively. Section 8 examines the precision of prosody
prediction for respective units. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2. OUTLINE OF DESIGN PROCEDURE

The procedure for designing a sentence set for utterance is
outlined in Fig. 1. The inputs to the procedure are two text
corpora. One is used to estimate the statistics of synthesis units
in the texts which the TTS system is supposed to process. The
other is used as a source from which a sentence set is extracted.
This corpus may be identical to the former one.

Each sentence in the text corpus for statistics is converted into
phonetic transcription, fundamental frequency (henceforth F0)
contour and phoneme duration using the text processing
module and prosody generation module of the TTS system. The
distributions of (1) occurrence frequency of synthesis units
taking account of phonetic environments, and (2) cross
occurrence of average F0 and average phoneme duration are
then calculated. The statistics obtained from synthesized
prosody is not always the same as that obtained from natural
prosody. But a trick here is that the statistics obtained in this
way are always valid as long as the same text processing
module and prosody generation module are used in the TTS
system.
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On the other hand, phonetic transcription and prosody for a
sentence in the text corpus for sentence set are calculated in the
same way as described above. However the prosody obtained
here has a prediction error, which impacts the quality of the
final product, namely a speech corpus.

The next step is to extract a set of sentences that has a
maximum coverage when the number of sentences in the set is
given. This step is realized using an iterative algorithm. For
this algorithm to work, four components are necessary: (1) an
initial set of sentences, (2) a policy for updating the current set,
(3) a criterion to measure the coverage of the current set, (4) a
condition to terminate the algorithm.

The coverage of a sentence set is easily calculated by summing
up the relative frequency of synthesis units contained in the set
if prosody is ignored. However the same calculation is not
applicable if prosody is taken into account since (1) the
distribution of F0 and phoneme duration are continuous in
nature, and (2) the prosody of a synthesis unit is modified to
match the target specification in most cases. We need a
function that maps a point in the F0—phoneme duration plane
to a surrounding area in which F0 and phoneme duration can be
modified without loss of naturalness.

3. PERCEPTUAL FUNCTION FOR
MODIFICATION OF F0 AND DURATION

Figure 2 shows the result of a perceptual test [6] on the
degradation of naturalness when prosody was modified using
the PSOLA algorithm [7]. If we regard the degradation as
negligible when the score is greater than 4, the limit of prosody
modification is –0.2 ≤Rf≤0.2 and –0.5 ≤Rd≤0.1, where Rf and
Rd designate the modification ratios of F0 and phoneme
duration (henceforth Dp) indicated in octave.

Let us consider a synthesis unit whose F0 and Dp distribute as
shown in Fig. 3. Although the distribution should be a
3-dimensional function, it is depicted as a binary (0-1) function

Figure 2: Degree of speech degradation caused by modifying
F0 and phoneme duration. Ten words modified with the
PSOLA algorithm were presented to 12 subjects, who were
asked to rate the naturalness in 5 levels (1:worst to 5:best).
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Figure 3: An illustration of covering a distribution area of F0

and phoneme duration by several rectangular areas representing
allowable modification limits around waveform units (×).
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Figure 1: Procedure for designing a sentence set for utterance. Text corpus for statistics and text corpus for sentence set may
be identical. Text processing module and prosody generation module are parts of the TTS system.
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for simplicity. If we have seven waveform units at points
marked with × symbols, the distribution area can be covered
with the combination of rectangles that designate the limit of
prosody modification. Since a complete covering as in Fig. 3 is
not always possible in reality, we must seek to maximize an
index of the coverage.

4. MEASURE OF COVERAGE

Let {u1, u2,… uN} and P(ui) be synthesis units and their relative
frequency of occurrence. By definition� ==

N
i iuP1 1)( . ui takes

into account the phonetic environment but does not take
prosody into account.

Let us define an index ri(T) to represent to what extent the
coverage of F0 and Dp for unit ui is realized by a sentence set T:

where qi(F0, Dp) designates the probability density of (F0, Dp)
for ui. Vi(T) is the set of waveform units corresponding to ui

contained in T. Each member of Vi(T) has average fundamental
frequency F0v and average phoneme duration Dpv. c(x, y) is a
perceptual function as exemplified in Fig. 2 that represents
degradation of naturalness due to prosody modification, where
x and y designate the modification ratios of F0 and Dp,
respectively. A rectangular as shown in Fig. 3 is a special case
of this function.

With ri(T) we can define a measure of coverage taking account
of prosody:

where fα(T) is a function to adjust the weighting for prosody
against phonetic environment as defined in:

fα(x) for several α is shown in Fig. 4. If α=0, prosody and the
phonetic environment are treated equally. As α is increased,
fα(x) approaches to unity regardless of x. In a special case of
α=∞:

This makes equation (2)

This equation implies that P(ui) is summed up to Sα (T) as long
as one (or more) waveform unit for ui exists in T. In other
words, prosody is ignored. If α<0, on the other hand, prosody is
emphasized.

5. ALGORITHMS FOR EXTRACTING
A SENTENCE SET

Our goal here is to find a sentence set TL such that

where L is the number of sentences contained in TL, and C is
the corpus from which sentences are extracted.

Solutions for set-covering problem are applicable to this
problem. In this study, we adopted an algorithm based on
exchange of sentence pairs. This algorithm is the same as the
one used for making the ATR connected speech corpus [8].

Initialization

Extract an arbitrary sentence set from C to initialize TL .

Iteration

(1) Select a sentence t from C which is not yet contained in
TL.

(2) Select a sentence s from TL.

(3) Exchange the two sentences, t and s, temporarily.

(4) Evaluate the coverage Sα (T) before and after the
exchange.

(5) If the coverage increases or the number of phonemes in TL

decreases, fix the exchange. Otherwise discard it.

Termination

Terminate the algorithm if a pre-defined maximal count of
exchange trial is reached.

Another well-known algorithm for set-covering problem is the
“greedy algorithm” [9]. However, a preliminary experiment
showed that it does not have an advantage in the resultant
coverage and computation time compared to the exchange
algorithm described above.
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Figure 4: Weighting function fα(x)
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6. EXPERIMENT ON EXTRACTING
A SENTENCE SET

The statistics on synthesis units, their phonetic environments,
and prosody were obtained from a text corpus of TV news
articles comprising 115242 sentences (19884444 phonemes).
Although the number of different synthesis units taking account
of phonetic environment was 30853 in total, only 1635 units
whose cumulative frequency is 90% were used in order to save
computing time. The text corpus for the sentence set comprises
152460 sentences collected from TV news and newspaper
articles excluding short (under 10 kanji characters) and long
(over 50 kanji characters) sentences which were difficult to
speak. The F0 contour was predicted using a
command-response model based on second order linear systems
developed by Fujisaki [10], while the phoneme duration was
predicted using a linear regression model depending on
phoneme type, phonetic environment, and accentuation.

6.1 Number of Iterations and Coverage

The text corpus for the sentence set was scanned up to 5 times
to produce a set of 500 sentences. The weighting parameter, α,
was set to 0. The measure for coverage (henceforth simply
“coverage”), Sα (T), is shown in Fig. 5. Scanning the text
corpus more than once improved the coverage only 0.7%.

To examine the impact by excluding long and short sentences,
a set of 500 sentences was extracted from the full text corpus.
The coverage obtained was 87.9% (140383 phonemes). As
shown in the next section, this score can be accomplished by a
set of 1000 sentences with a smaller number of phonemes
(89656 phonemes).

6.2 Number of Sentences and Coverage

Figure 6 is a plot of coverage of a sentence set as a function of
number of sentences in the set. The scanning count for the text
corpus and the weighting parameter, α, were set to 1 and 0,
respectively. This figure shows that augmenting coverage
requires many more sentences as the desired coverage increases.
For example, 500 sentences yield coverage of 84.0%, while a
further 500 sentences are required to further increase the
coverage by 3.9%.

7. EXPERIMENT ON COLLECTING
SPEECH CORPUS

To investigate to what extent high coverage of a sentence set is
reflected in a speech corpus, speech data was collected and
analyzed.

7.1 Speech Data

A set of 500 sentences for utterance was built based on the
same statistics on synthesis units as described in the previous
section. Only one out of 10 sentences in the text corpus for the
sentence set was used to save computing time. The text corpus
was scanned twice. The weighting parameter, α , were set to 0.
The sentence set obtained had a coverage of 82.6% and

consisted of 47319 phonemes. This sentence set is hereinafter
referred to as “K-500”.

A professional female speaker uttered the sentences in a
soundproof room. Instructions were not given concerning the
pausing, speech rate, and intonation during the recording for
fear of damaging naturalness. The recorded speech was
segmented and pitch-extracted semi-automatically.

For the purpose of comparison, a set of 503 sentences
developed at ATR (henceforth A-503) was uttered and recorded
likewise. This sentence set, which was intended mainly for use
in development of speech recognition systems, was designed so
that the entropy of diphones and triphones is maximized [8].

7.2 Coverage of Whole Corpus

Table 1 summarizes the predicted coverage of the sentence sets
and the obtained coverage of the speech data. In calculating
coverage of speech data, the F0 and phoneme duration were
respectively multiplied by factors so as to maximize the
coverage. The factor was kept constant for the whole sentence
set. This is in order to avoid the effect of the speaker-dependent
offsets in F0 and speech rate.

Figure 5: Coverage of a sentence set as a function of scanning
count through the text corpus. A step at scanning count 0.16 is
due to a change in the kind of text. The maximal coverage at
scanning count 5 was 84.0% (47225 phonemes).
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Figure 6: Coverage of a sentence set as a function of number
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K-500 yielded a coverage of 72.9%, which is 0.88 times of the
predicted coverage (82.6%). A-503 surpassed its predicted
coverage, which is because predicted F0 and phoneme duration
are concentrated around their means. In other words, there are
many synthesis units which were not used effectively to cover
the variability in prosody. For the same reason, the difference
between S∞(T) and S0(T) is greater in A-503 than in K-500.

Figure 7 shows coverage of speech data as a function of number
of sentences in the sets. The order of sentences is randomized
to avoid a false slant in the curve. S0(T) increases linearly as
the number of sentences increases (in logarithmic scale), while
saturation is observed in the curves for S∞(T). This result
implies that S0(T) has room for improvement.

Although K-500 has larger S0(T) than A-503 by 11.6%, some
part of this advantage comes from the difference in coverage
without prosody. Table 2 summarizes the coverage calculated
for 1188 out of 1655 synthesis units which are common to the
both sentence sets. K-500 has a larger coverage for natural
speech than A-503 by 7.7%. This difference is a true advantage
of prosody conscious design.

K-244 is a speech corpus which was made for showing the
superiority of K-500 from the view point data reduction. The
size of K-244 is 49% in number of sentences or 89% in number
of phonemes compared to A-503. It should be noted that the

coverage and the size of K-500 and K-244 may further improve
if redesigned properly since they are not optimized for the 1188
synthesis units.

8. ERROR OF F0 AND PHONEME
DURATION FOR RESPECTIVE UNITS

In this section prediction errors of F0 and phoneme duration are
analyzed in detail. Figure 8 shows the distribution of prediction
errors. Both of the prediction error of F0 and that of phoneme
duration are within the allowable limit in only 30% of the
waveform units. An investigation on the relationship between
F0 and F0 error revealed that an F0 error tends to increase in
positive direction as F0 increases, while an F0 error tends to
increase in negative direction as F0 decreases. The same
tendency was observed for phoneme duration. This is because
the dynamic range of F0 and phoneme duration for synthetic
speech is smaller than that for natural speech.

In spite of large prediction errors, 88% of the predicted
coverage was achieved in the speech data. This fact implies
that waveform units with a large error also contribute to the
coverage for the whole speech data. Since the distribution
range of F0 and phoneme duration for natural speech is larger
than that of synthetic speech in general as exemplified in Fig. 8,
the former includes the latter as long as their distribution range
are not very apart each other. If waveform units are distributed
densely enough, it is probable that errors compensate each
other. Thus respective error does not result in the loss of the
gross coverage. In other words, statistic prediction of F0 and
phoneme duration is possible although pinpoint prediction is
difficult.

9. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a method for designing a sentence set
taking account of prosody. Since reducing the amount of
prosody modification to waveform units can improve speech
quality in concatenative speech synthesis, we proposed a
measure of coverage which incorporates two factors: (1) the
distribution of F0 and phoneme duration; (2) perceptual damage
to naturalness due to prosody modification. This method
premised that prosody can be predicted using the prosody
generation module in a TTS system.

We conducted experiments on extracting a sentence set to
investigate how coverage is affected by scanning count through
a source text corpus and the number of sentences in the set. We
have also conducted an experiment on collecting a speech
corpus. The obtained speech corpus yielded 88% of the
predicted coverage. It had 7.7% larger coverage than a
general-purpose corpus which was designed without taking
account of prosody. The size of the corpus was 49% in number
of sentences or 89% in number of phonemes compared to a
general-purpose corpus.

In this study we applied the same weight for phonetic
environment and prosody. However, optimal weights should be
determined by a perceptual test. This problem will be
investigated in a future work.

Table 2: Coverage of the speech data for the synthesis units
which are common to K-500 and A-503. K-244 is such a subset
of K-500 as extracted to equalize its S0(T) to that of A-503.

coverage
predicted natural

sentenc
e set

S∞∞∞∞(T) S0(T) S∞∞∞∞(T) S0(T)

number
of

phonemes
K-500 80.4 75.7 79.6 66.7 47533
K-244 79.5 69.8 78.6 59.0 24345
A-503 80.4 59.9 79.0 59.0 27374

Table 1: Coverage of the collected speech data.
coverage(%)

predicted natural
sentenc

e set
S∞∞∞∞(T) S0(T) S∞∞∞∞(T) S0(T)

number
of

phonemes
K-500 89.6 82.6 88.6 72.9 47533
A-503 80.5 60.0 83.6 61.3 27374

Figure 7: Coverage of speech data as a function of number of
sentence. The order of sentence is randomized.
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Figure 9: A scatter chart of F0 and phoneme duration for a
synthesis unit /ka/.
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Figure 8: Distribution of errors in F0 and phoneme duration for
each waveform unit. m and s designate mean and standard
deviation, respectively.
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